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Chapter one

Foaming seawater rushed up through the floor of the 
swim-out hatch and lapped against Ursula Jellyfin’s 
legs. She immediately transformed into a mermaid and 
swam out of the submarine. It felt wonderful to be in 
the ocean once again, with the salty water cool against 
her skin and scales, and the sad, beautiful sound of 
whale song echoing somewhere in the distance. She 
dived to the sea floor, admiring the pink shells and pale 
pearls scattered there, and dipped her tail fin in the soft 
golden sand. Then she spotted the treasure chest.

It was almost hidden in a big patch of seaweed and 
was all rusted and covered in barnacles, but the glint of 
medallions winked at her like giant eyes. When Ursula 
swam closer she saw that the chest had burst open and 
was full of precious jewels as well as big, shiny coins. 
There was a pair of cutlasses and an eye patch there too. 
Surely it must be a pirate’s treasure chest, which meant 
they were getting close to Pirate Island!
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For the last two weeks, Ursula and her friends from 
the Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club had travelled non-
stop across the Bubble Ocean, on board the submarine 
Blowfish. Their mission was to reach Pirate Island 
where the villainous Collector Scarlett Sauvage had 
set up her new headquarters, and they had no time to 
lose – there was a lot at stake once they got there.

Scarlett Sauvage was head of the Phantom Atlas 
Society, an organisation that had been stealing away 
people and places for years, and locking them up in 
magical snow globes. Her most recent victim had been 
the Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club itself, and the young 
explorers were determined to rescue it. Scarlett had also 
kidnapped a small group of children. She was keeping 
them hostage to try to persuade inventors to create a 
weapon for her: something she could use to win over 
the ice princess, Stella Starflake Pearl.

Stella and her friends from the Polar Bear Explorers’ 
Club had been the ones to discover what the Collector 
was up to, making them her mortal enemies, but now 
Scarlett had run out of snow globes and she needed 
Stella’s ice magic to help her create new ones to carry on 
stealing things away. The Ocean Squid explorers were 
not going to let this to happen – the world didn’t belong 
to Scarlett, it belonged to everyone. And they wanted to 
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rescue the kidnapped children too. This was especially 
important to them because Ursula’s teammate Max had 
a sister – Jada – who was one of them.

Ursula scooped up a handful of medallions and 
then beat her tail hard to return to the surface, leaving 
a stream of bubbles in her wake. Her head came out of 
the water and she squinted against the dazzling sparkle 
of the sun dancing across the waves as she looked for 
her friends. Sure enough, Ursula spotted their rowing 
boat coming over the sea towards her, and she swam 
to meet it.

Their crew of four had docked the Blowfish at 
Starfish Island in order to collect water. Max and Genie 
had taken the boat, while Jai remained behind on the 
submarine. He was the sub’s captain and his sister 
Genie was a kraken whisperer. Her shadow animal, 
Bess, was a gigantic kraken and quite terrifying to 
look at when you first saw her, but Ursula had got used 
to her now and didn’t bat an eyelid at the sight of the 
great sea monster swimming along beside the rowing 
boat, her massive tentacles trailing lazily behind her in 
the water.

‘Ahoy there!’ Max said, paddling backwards to slow 
the boat to a stop.

Max was a robot inventor. He had been expelled 
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from the Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club for conspiring 
with pirates, but the teammates now knew he had only 
done this to try to rescue his sister, so Jai had reinstated 
him and he once again wore the black Ocean Squid 
explorer’s cloak like the rest of them. Max had even 
made a barber robot so he could replace the shark in 
his high shave fade haircut with the Ocean Squid crest 
in honour of the occasion.

Ursula grabbed hold of the edge of the boat with 
one hand. ‘Look!’ She held up the medallions. ‘I 
found a pirate treasure chest down there. We must be 
getting close.’

Genie cheered. ‘Our trip was a success too,’ she said, 
adjusting her hat. Genie was really good at making 
hats, the crazier the better. This one was bright orange 
and fashioned in the shape of a starfish. And instead of 
regulation black boots, she wore a pair of bright pink 
cowgirl boots that sparkled in the sun.

‘Did you find water?’ Ursula asked.
‘Yes, but that’s not all. We found this too.’ She held 

out her fist and uncurled her fingers. Sitting in the 
middle of her palm was a miniature pirate hat, only 
a few inches long. The tiny feather sticking out from 
the hatband was bright yellow and made Ursula think 
of canaries.
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‘But it’s so small!’ she exclaimed. ‘What kind of 
pirate would wear that?’

‘Pirate fairies,’ Max said. ‘We found a mini fort on 
the beach, manned by tiny cannons.’

‘Pirate fairies?’ Ursula frowned. She knew there were 
jungle fairies and garden fairies and sea fairies, but 
she’d never heard of pirate fairies before. ‘Are you sure? 
I haven’t read about them in Captain Filibuster’s Guide 
to Sea Monsters. Or any of the Flag Reports.’

When explorers went on an expedition they had to 
fly their club’s flag at every opportunity, and when they 
returned home they had to formally return the flag, 
along with a written report about everything they had 
discovered on their journey.

Max shrugged. ‘Well, it’s either that or pirate gnomes 
and I don’t think a gnome would ever dare go near 
water. They can’t swim – they just sink like stones. I 
wouldn’t be too worried, Jellyfin. Pirates or not, they’re 
only a few inches tall, so I don’t think they’d pose much 
of a threat to us.’

Ursula shook her head. ‘You’re probably right, but 
won’t they mind that you’ve taken one of their hats?’

‘I don’t think so,’ Genie replied. ‘The fort was 
abandoned. It looks like everyone left in a great hurry. 
Their possessions were still there, but there was no sign 
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of the fairies themselves. We saw one of their galleons 
moored in a nearby cove and that was deserted too. The 
decks were bare and when we peered in through the 
portholes, their cabins were empty.’ She frowned. ‘It was 
weird because it looked like they’d left right in the middle 
of what they were doing. I saw a tiny chessboard set up part 
way through a game and a long table in the galley with a 
half-eaten meal and all the rum kegs standing open.’

‘How peculiar,’ Ursula said. ‘It sounds like the 
Mary Janette.’

The Mary Janette was a famous ship that had 
been discovered drifting alone at sea. There was no 
trace of the crew and no one ever found out what 
had happened to them. There were many theories 
though, ranging from mutiny, to sea-monster attack, 
to cursed mummies.

‘Perhaps the pirate fairies have gone to join Scarlett 
Sauvage?’ Genie suggested.

She sounded worried. They knew that many pirates 
were working for the Collector and when the merfolk 
refused to help her, she had sent some of the pirates to 
attack mermaid towns. Perhaps the pirate fairies were 
on her side too?

‘Well, either way,’ Max said, ‘we’d best get back to the 
submarine before Jai starts getting uppity about the—’
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He broke off as a loud, deep BOOM filled the air, 
and they all jumped. Jai had fired the sea cannon from 
the submarine and they could see ripples spreading out 
where the ball had landed.

Genie looked at Ursula and said, ‘Quick, get into 
the boat! There must be something dangerous in 
the water.’

‘What could possibly be dangerous around here?’ 
Max asked. ‘Jai probably just sat on the cannon button 
and set it off by mistake.’

But he reached over the side of the boat and helped 
pull Ursula in anyway. It rocked beneath her weight 
and her wet tail fin sparkled in the sun.

Genie shook her head. ‘Jai never does anything by 
mistake on a submarine.’ She looked worried. ‘We 
should get back at once.’ She glanced at her shadow 
kraken and said, ‘You too, Bess! You’ll get there faster 
than us, and Jai might need back- up.’

Although the shadow kraken had no substance 
and couldn’t physically hurt anything, she looked real 
enough, and they had found in the past that a great 
sea monster lurching up out of the water and waving 
her tentacles about was usually enough to put off most 
potential attackers.

Bess obligingly swam off and the explorers took hold 
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of the oars and rowed as fast as they could. Within five 
minutes they were back at the Blowfish and attaching 
the ropes to haul the boat on board. Ursula was only 
half mermaid so she became human again once she’d 
dried off on land. Max fetched her a robe and she was 
just slipping it on when they heard the roaring BOOM 
of another cannon firing.

‘I guess it wasn’t a mistake after all,’ Max admitted. 
‘No one’s fool enough to sit on the sea cannon 
button twice.’

Ursula quickly dried her tail and once she’d got 
her legs back the three of them ran down one of the 
gleaming wooden corridors to the bridge. They were 
expecting trouble when they reached Pirate Island, 
but no one had thought they were in any danger yet. 
The sudden sense of urgency took them all by surprise 
in a most unpleasant way. Ursula could feel prickles of 
dread creeping over her skin as they threw open the 
door of the bridge and tumbled over one another to 
get in first.

‘What’s happening?’ Max gasped as they all wheezed 
for breath.

‘Are you all right?’ Genie added.
Ursula was relieved to see Jai standing alone by the 

portholes, looking quite unharmed. Like Genie, he 
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had brown skin and black hair, and he was wearing an 
Ocean Squid explorer’s cloak, but his had been adapted 
because he only had one arm, although he sometimes 
wore a prosthetic.

‘Of course I am.’ Jai sounded irritated. ‘And do you 
have to barge in all chaotically like that? Can’t you see 
we’ve got company?’

‘Company?’
For the first time, the others looked out the portholes 

and saw what the submarine had hidden from their 
view. Spread out on the waves below, there was a fleet 
of fairy galleons, all flying the pirates’ Jolly Roger flag. 
Bess flailed her tentacles at them threateningly, but 
the little ships didn’t back away. The explorers’ path 
to the open sea was completely cut off, but no one 
felt particularly alarmed about it. The submarine was 
gigantic and could easily pass straight through the tiny 
ships. They could see the pirate fairies had cannons on 
board, but they were no bigger than a human hand and 
the little balls inside weren’t likely to make so much as 
a dent against the Blowfish’s metal plates.

‘Oh dear, this isn’t about the hat, is it?’ Max asked. 
‘We honestly thought the fort had been abandoned. 
Shall I toss it overboard?’

‘Hat? What are you talking about?’ Jai shook 
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his head. ‘Look, will you all straighten up and stop 
gasping and spluttering? Come over here so I can 
introduce you.’

For the first time, the explorers realised that Jai 
wasn’t alone on the bridge after all – there was a fairy 
perched on the control panel beside him, and she was 
grinning at them. They would have known, just from 
looking at her, that she was a pirate. She wore a ruffled 
white shirt tucked into belted black trousers, with 
shiny, polished boots. Her wings were sea green, a 
cutlass hung from her hip and she had masses of curly 
brown hair, on top of which sat a glorious hat, just like 
the one Max had found, complete with a ruby feather. 
But the most telling sign of all was the bright green 
fairy parrot perched on her shoulder.

‘This is Captain Zara Silver,’ Jai said. ‘She’s offered 
to help us find the Collector.’

The fairy promptly leaped to her feet, swept her 
hat from her head and gave them a low bow. ‘At your 
service,’ she said, before straightening up and replacing 
the hat with a flourish. She gestured with her thumb at 
the parrot on her shoulder. ‘And this is Ollie.’

‘It’s good to meet you, Captain,’ Ursula said. 
‘And Ollie.’ She looked back at Jai. ‘So  . . . we’re not 
under attack?’
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‘Under attack?’ Jai looked alarmed. ‘What gave you 
that idea?’

‘You fired the sea cannon,’ Genie pointed out. 
‘Twice.’

Ursula looked out the porthole again and saw that 
Bess wasn’t facing off against the pirate fairies, as she’d 
first thought. Instead she was waving her tentacles 
quite happily as several fairies and their brightly 
coloured parrots flew around her.

‘I told you he probably just sat on the button by 
mistake,’ Max said.

‘I most certainly did not.’ Jai looked aghast. ‘I’ve 
passed all my submarine health and safety courses 
with flying colours. I even got one hundred per cent in 
one of my papers, which the examiner said had never 
happened before and—’

Max groaned and cut him off. ‘All right, all right,’ 
he said. ‘If it wasn’t a mistake, why did you fire the 
cannon, then?’

‘I was simply demonstrating our defensive capabilities 
to Captain Zara,’ Jai said. ‘She expressed doubt that 
we could take care of ourselves trying to get on to 
Pirate Island.’

‘Oh, of course.’ Max rolled his eyes. ‘How silly of me. 
And it didn’t occur to you that the three of us might 
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be a bit alarmed to hear unexpected and unscheduled 
cannon fire?’

Jai made an impatient gesture. ‘It’s your own fault for 
dithering around. I was timing you. You ought to have 
been back twenty minutes ago.’

Jai was training to be a captain, and not only did 
he own all of Captain Filibuster’s volumes on sea 
exploration, he also knew all the Ocean Squid Club 
and submarine-operating rules off by heart. He could 
also, unfortunately, be a little inflexible when it came 
to things like rules, and regulations, and duties, and 
getting up very early in the morning to scrub the deck. 
He said that scrubbing the deck helped build a sense 
of camaraderie and respect for the submarine, whereas 
Max suggested it only helped build up a ravenous 
appetite for a very large breakfast.

‘We weren’t dithering,’ Genie protested. ‘We 
stopped to look at an abandoned fairy fort.’ She turned 
her gaze on Zara and said, ‘We’ve never seen a pirate 
fairy before.’

‘There aren’t many of us,’ Zara replied. ‘In fact, we’re 
the only fleet in the world, as far as I know, but half of 
us are being held prisoner by Scarlett. She grew angry 
when we refused to join forces with her against you 
explorers, you see, and she managed to capture half 
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our fleet using her wretched snow globes, including my 
own crew. When we saw your submarine, we thought 
she’d returned for the rest of us, so we hid our ships in 
the cove on the other side of the island. But then we saw 
your Ocean Squid Explorers’ Club flag.’

‘Yo ho!’ The little parrot said enthusiastically. 
‘Yo ho!’

‘Oh, he can talk!’ Genie exclaimed.
‘A little,’ Zara replied. ‘Mostly he just shouts out 

pirate curses.’
‘Why did you refuse to join forces with Scarlett?’ 

Max asked. ‘The human pirates seem keen enough to 
work with her.’

‘Fairies have more sense,’ Zara replied. ‘Besides, the 
Collector has no respect for fairies. We saw the list 
of stolen places that Stella Starflake Pearl shared in 
the newspaper. There were several fairy colonies on 
there, including the galaxy fairies of Stardust City 
who everyone thought were lost, and the glimmer-glow 
fairies from the Emerald Mines.’

‘Shiver me timbers,’ Ollie said, ruffling his 
green feathers.

‘My crew were supposed to be enjoying some rest and 
relaxation at a fairy beach party when Scarlett captured 
them. I was the only one back at the ship, so I managed 
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to escape. Now I’m on a rescue mission, same as you. 
And if you lot are going to Pirate Island, you’ll need 
someone to help guide the way,’ Zara went on. ‘You 
won’t last five seconds if you go blundering in alone.’

‘How do you know we’re going to Pirate Island?’ 
Ursula asked. Their mission was meant to be a secret.

‘The papers said you had gone rogue and were going 
after the Collector on your own,’ Zara replied. ‘Against 
the wishes of your club.’

‘Our club hasn’t been able to express any wishes on 
the matter either way,’ Max said. ‘It got sucked up into 
one of the Collector’s snow globes too.’

Zara waved a hand. ‘The remaining clubs, then. 
They don’t want you to go by yourselves, do they?’

‘They think it’s too dangerous,’ Jai replied.
‘And that we’re not capable,’ Genie said quietly.
The explorers suddenly all felt glum. Their last 

mission hadn’t turned out very well. They had returned 
the Sunken City of Pacifica back to its original place 
in the ocean and released it from the snow globe in 
the belief that they were setting it free. Only it turned 
out that an underwater volcano was rumbling away 
in the middle of the city and it had erupted shortly 
afterwards, destroying everything in sight. The city 
hadn’t been a stolen place after all – its inhabitants had 
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asked the Phantom Atlas Society to take it away until a 
means to stop the volcano could be found.

No one was hurt because all the inhabitants fled 
before the eruption, but a great many priceless books 
and artefacts had been lost, and Ursula and her friends 
knew that the people of Pacifica would never forgive 
them, even if they had only been trying to help. They 
were now in trouble with the other clubs too, even 
though it had been the clubs’ idea to return Pacifica in 
the first place.

‘The newspaper reports didn’t specifically mention 
Pirate Island, did they?’ Max asked.

The young explorers had shared Scarlett’s location 
with the other clubs, but it would be a disaster if the 
newspapers had somehow found out and printed it. It 
was only through Jada’s ingenuity in getting a message 
to them that they knew where the Collector was, but 
if Scarlett realised the whereabouts of her headquarters 
had been discovered, then surely she’d move somewhere 
else and they’d be back to the drawing board.

So they were relieved when Zara said, ‘No, the papers 
have no idea where Scarlett is hiding, but I know the 
place well. Pirate Island used to be open to all passing 
pirates, but ever since we refused to work with her, 
us fairy pirates are no longer welcome. I visited just 
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two weeks ago to try to see my captured crew, but was 
refused access and only narrowly missed being thrown 
in the cells myself. I would like to stop the Collector 
once and for all, so will gladly help you in any way 
we can.’

‘It’s a very kind and gracious offer,’ Jai said. ‘But I 
was just explaining that we can take care of ourselves.’

Zara shook her head. ‘That’s what you think,’ she 
said. ‘But no one is allowed on Pirate Island unless 
they’re a pirate, and it’s obvious from a mile off that you 
lot are explorers. Besides, I know some secret routes on 
to the island that I can show you.’

‘That does sound useful,’ Genie said eagerly.
‘Not so fast.’ Jai held up his hand and looked at Zara. 

‘You’re still a pirate and explorers don’t work with 
criminals. No offence.’

‘There’s more than one type of pirate, you know,’ 
Zara said.

‘So you’re not thieves?’
‘Oh, we are,’ Zara replied. ‘But we only steal from 

human pirates. We take back the stuff they stole and 
return it to its rightful owners.’

‘On miniature ships?’ Max asked doubtfully. ‘Pirate 
treasure is usually pretty big and heavy.’

‘That’s where our magic charm bottles come in,’ 
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Zara replied. ‘We shrink the loot to fit inside them. 
Why, we can even shrink an entire kraken and put it 
in a bottle if we want to.’

‘Why would anyone want a kraken in a bottle?’ Max 
wondered, wrinkling his brow.

‘Sea-monster aquariums are quite popular in certain 
towns,’ Zara said. ‘I saw one in a fancy restaurant 
once – it had two miniature kraken which used to fight 
battles during the dessert course.’

‘But that’s barbaric!’ Genie cried. Her hand went to 
her pendant and she looked suddenly furious. ‘Kraken 
belong in the ocean! Where is this place? I’m going to 
set those kraken free.’

‘It’s on Smugglers’ Isle, in Barnacle City. You’ll never 
persuade them to part with the kraken, though. They 
won’t sell them for anything.’

‘Well, I don’t intend to buy them  – I’m going to 
rescue them,’ Genie said.

Zara grinned. ‘Steal them, you mean. You see, 
everyone becomes a thief if the circumstances are right.’

Jai shook his head. ‘Look, the point is that we only 
have your word that you’re not working with Scarlett. 
You could be leading us straight into a trap for all 
we know.’

‘That’s an excellent point,’ Max said. ‘No pirate gives 
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something for nothing. What do you want from us 
in return?’

‘Just what I’ve already said,’ Zara replied. ‘I want to 
rescue the missing part of my fleet, including my crew.’

Jai shook his head. ‘It’s strictly against the rules to 
work with pirates. Even fairy ones.’

‘It wouldn’t be the first rule we’ve broken,’ Ursula 
pointed out. ‘You’ve said it before yourself – these aren’t 
normal times, so the rules have to be bent a little.’

Jai paused for a moment, then shook his head again. 
‘We just can’t know for sure we can trust her.’

‘That’s too bad,’ Zara said with a shrug. ‘I could have 
been really useful to you. Oh well, I guess we’ll just have 
to hope—’

But that was as far as she got before the roar of 
cannon fire filled the air, and this time it wasn’t coming 
from the Blowfish.




